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PIGS ALIOTO & CAHILL
PLOT TO ICE ELDRIDGE & BLACK PEOPLE
IT'S ALL MINE—
I MAJOR ALIOTO PROMISE TO CONTINUE—
ROBBERY OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY BY THE WHITE MAN
PROSTITUTION IN THE GHETTO'S—INDECENT HOUSING
FOR BLACK PEOPLE—POLICE BRUTALITY AND MURDER
OF BLACK PEOPLE—UNEMPLOYMENT FOR BLACK PEOPLE—
RAILROADING BLACK MEN AND WOMEN OFF TO PRISON
—EDUCATION THAT DOESN'T EXPOSE THE TRUE NATURE
OF THIS DECADENT SOCIETY—EDUCATION
THAT DOESN'T TEACH THEM THEIR TRUE HISTORY
AND THEIR ROLE
IN THIS PRESENT
DAY SOCIETY

AT-TACK ON
PANTHERS

The Black Panther Party can no longer
remain silent while Alito's foul activities
continue to bring the community to its knees.
It must bring the community to recognize that
the racist black people are no different from
the Japanese, and our community is
controlled by the U.S. government, and its
territory is still occupied by the U.S. Army
—23 years after the U.S. occupied the
island of Hawaii.

The Black Panther Party has joined forces
with other anti-racist groups to oppose
Alito's oppression of black people.

Eldridge
November 27

Pigs Set Deadline

At this time, Eldridge Cleaver, the single
most powerful, compelling, and cogent
leader of the Black Power movement,
has been indicted for his role in the
recent murders of two police officers.
He faces the charge of murder in
the killing of two police officers.

Pigs Combine Forces

For the past two years, the pigs have
continue to employ the tactics of
distract and divide to prevent
the Black Panther Party from
uniting and taking action.

Pigs Attack

The Oakland power structure has
launched a new campaign to
neutralize Eldridge Cleaver.

Eldridge
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Pigs Combine Forces

For the past two years, the pigs have
continue to employ the tactics of
distract and divide to prevent
the Black Panther Party from
uniting and taking action.

Pigs Attack

The Oakland power structure has
launched a new campaign to
neutralize Eldridge Cleaver.
The black community in San Francisco, as all black communities in America, is the victim of the racist dog-pig power structure. The power structure of San Francisco, just like that of the United States, is controlled by Wall Street and New York newspapers and by big business. LBJ is the worst goosefighter of all, flying back and forth between his headquarters in the White House; Alioto is his West Coast counterpart, the Cosa Nostra member of San Francisco with headquarters in City Hall.

Brothers and Sisters, one thing that we can take up to is that San Francisco is one of the least of the victims of the white power structure. All of his big western ports, commerce, agriculture, defense plants, military installations, nuclear plants, railroads and piers of the highest "quality" is concentrated here. One of the wealthiest and most beautiful of all U.S. cities, San Francisco is the racists' gateway to the Far East. Therefore, Oakland, San Francisco — Hunters Point in particular, still a naval base — Marin and around the Bay area is unsaturated with military installations, nuclear bases, naval stations, defense plants, intelligentsia, as well as workers, and is a place to which these racist dogs launch their genocidal war.

If the people of San Francisco were to rise up in righteous revolt against the pigs' misgovernment, the political and military pig structure would really be up in flames. There is in only one open entrance by land, from the south; all other entrances to the city are by bridges across the bay or across the mountain range; and in San Francisco, as in all cities, the people are astronomic the pigs.

Alioto

Major Alioto was put in office by black people who voted for him — black churches, black bourgeoisie, black workers, as well as labor unions, liberals, businessmen, and other interests who voted for his panel. But we know, Brothers and Sisters, that the Pig will be put in office by black people who voted for it and who voted for the pigs' candidates. But we know, Brothers and Sisters, that the Pig will be put in office by black people who voted for it and who voted for the pigs' candidates.

Hired Killers

One black man, George Baskett, was murdered outright by a white racist pig, and a Chinese woman was shot in the head by an unknown assailant. A few days ago, George Baskett's brother, Chief of Police Cahill, Alioto's crime boss, was not only determined to discipline the pigs, but he was determined to make the people mad as shit. This is one of the worst cases of self-defense. Every day the Pig in Charge, Alioto, goes on television to show all the people how well they run this city. And he tells them, in the words of the pigs, that they have the power to stop the black people and get the answer. Alioto consistently refuses to show the pigs with admiration and strength, as he does against the people.

Nazi tactics

This racist pig Alioto called out his stormtroopers to attack the peaceful black demonstrators outside the Fairmont Hotel in February. We want to know why these demands for the honor of black people in San Francisco and other cities should be opposed. A few weeks ago at a Pig Convention in Hawaii, San Francisco's own Mayor, who said that the FBI was a fact of the United States, was sitting in the audience, shooting with guns. He treats the citizens of the Western Addition, who have organized against the pigs, like sniveling little pigs, trying to suppress the black lives movement.

Cahill

Brothers and Sisters, we have to understand that Chief of Police Cahill is a highly paid pig, a highly paid pig, who comes out of the community making speeches to the black people and black workers. He speaks to the students, to the black people, to the black community, and he speaks about the struggle of the black people. He is a highly paid pig, a black people leader, a black people leader, and he works for the people, and he speaks to the people, and he speaks about the struggle of the black people.

The Tactical Squad, Grand Dragons of the police, special forces for urban guerrilla warfare, are Alioto and Cahill's hand-picked crew of thugs. Adolph Alioto's SS — the National Association of Chiefs of Police — is all over the white world. Cahill is a highly paid pig, a black people leader, a black people leader, and he works for the people, and he speaks to the people, and he speaks about the struggle of the black people.

Japan Concentration Camps

The Tactical Squad, Grand Dragons of the police, special forces for urban guerrilla warfare, are Alioto and Cahill's hand-picked crew of thugs. Adolph Alioto's SS — the National Association of Chiefs of Police — is all over the white world. Cahill is a highly paid pig, a black people leader, a black people leader, and he works for the people, and he speaks to the people, and he speaks about the struggle of the black people.
At the beginning of the year, in January, Alioto sent his SS squad on a 3 a.m. raid to Eldridge Cleaver's apartment, where they kicked in the door and hunted him from 10 o'clock at night and 2 a.m. with guns drawn but no search warrant and recessioned the apartment for guns. Although the search was found by a detective, absolutely no action has been taken nor any response to the letter. And the record goes on and on back into Eldridge's black history as a black Muslim leader in San Quentin where he narrowly missed assassination by the guard who shot his brother in the head and the minister of the Mosque in the back while he was in the yard being attacked by a gang of snakes, and Eldridge's record for holding his illegal rally on the football field. This happened in 1968. After Malcolm X became nationally prominent as an ex-con, a directive was sent to all U.S. penitentiaries to single out and destroy "Malcolm X type" among the convicts, and Brother Eldridge, the most powerful and supportive of Malcolm X, was singled out for shock treatment, but the pigs could never manage to sabotage Eldridge. Eldridge fired back and told them to "shut it up." The record of the behind-the-scenes harassment and suppression of Eldridge Cleaver by the pigs, the pig power structure, is a study in the Will to Power and the power of the pig. Old School. It is an amazing story of the relentless and inexorable courage of this brilliant black man who has fought for 12 years to come down front with his live-ass shit and call for reinforcements from the outside.

**SOUL ON ICE**

**BLACK PANTHER PRESIDENT**

**SEMITE**

The Black Panther Party calls upon all the victims of Alioto's policies from every area of San Francisco. We stand with you and demand that you straighten up his hand or get out. We demand that Alioto start fulfilling his duty to the people with Eldridge Cleaver and guarantee this black man the full protection of the law and insure all his legal and human rights. If Alioto refuses to do this, then we will have to put up against the wall all Alioto, in the same way we will put up against the wall all Alioto and all Alioto's political science book called "The Theory of the State," which is the white racist business-man-politician-lawyer-gangster-pig responsible for delivering our beautiful black brother and tender to the slaughterhouse.

**KEEP ELDREDGE FREE**

As long as Eldridge Cleaver remains free to lead our revolutionary struggle for human freedom and black liberation, he will continue to stand as a symbol between the black community and the white power structure, a symbol of the full blast of racist repression against him. If these few words succeed in undermining the power of Eldridge, our cruel enemy, it will leave the rest of his leadership exposed to the full weight of their attack, and we will move to completely destroy all resistance. Until these murderous gangsters can completely crush the masses of black people under people like "book, Brothers and Sisters, the survival of Eldridge in this racist fascist camp controlled by the world's most depraved gangsters, murderers, and the pigs is the pig's gift to the black man. We, the Black Panther Party, are initiating a city-wide campaign to keep Eldridge Cleaver free and bring Alioto under the control of the people of San Francisco. With the people of San Francisco, we must stand behind our black revolutionary leader, Eldridge Cleaver, or the fascist pig adolph and the pigs and the pigs and the pigs and we're going to do it to death and if you don't like it, move on out of the way. We don't know what you're doing to the pigs. Later for Alioto, later for the pigs, and later for the pentecostal.